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South Africa - Weather
• Western South Africa will see a mix of erratic precipitation and sunshine during the next two
weeks o Western Cape will see the most widespread rain that will slightly bolster soil moisture at
times
• Rainfall in Western Cape during the next two weeks will be beneficial for the winter wheat o
Southwestern Western Cape will receive the greatest amount of rain and will likely see soil moisture
either increase or remain at adequate levels

o The small amount of rain-fed winter wheat in Free State and neighboring areas will be too dry to
support aggressive growth in the next two weeks. Significant rain is needed to improve the moisture
profile and support a better environment for the crops
neighboring areas, though most locations would still welcome a good shot of rain
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: Today’s forecast is a little wetter overall through Sunday and enough rain should fall
to boost soil moisture enough to keep conditions for crops favorable when drier weather evolves
next week. Although much of the Midwest will dry down significantly Aug. 17-24, subsoil moisture
should be adequate to allow most corn to develop favorably to maturity and if rain returns during
the last week of the month soybean yields should not be impacted significantly by drying Aug. 17-24.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: A timely increase in showers and thunderstorms will occur in the Delta
and the Southeast Tuesday through Friday bringing relief from dryness to the many areas from the
Delta through Alabama and parts of Georgia that have become short of soil moisture. Temperatures
will be hot enough, however, that improvements in soil moisture and crop conditions should be
temporary as much of the moisture will quickly be lost to evaporation after it falls. Scattered
showers will occur in the Southeast today before showers expand into the Delta Tuesday through
Friday.
• Rain through Friday will be greatest northern Florida through the Carolinas and southern Virginia
where most areas will receive 1.0-2.50” of rain and locally more.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Showers and thunderstorms will increase in Paraguay and southern Brazil Tuesday and will
continue daily through Aug. 19 bringing enough rain to slow fieldwork while inducing significant
increases in soil moisture that will be beneficial for early corn planting, once the soil dries down
enough for fieldwork to occur. Rain Tuesday through Thursday will be greatest from central and
southern Paraguay through southern Parana, Santa Catarina, and central and northern Rio Grande
do Sul where totals will be 0.50-2.0” and locally more with lighter rain extending into the remainder
of Rio Grande do Sul and little rain further north.
ARGENTINA: A restricted rainfall pattern will continue through the next two weeks across Argentina
and western Argentina will remain in need of rain to improve conditions for winter wheat as well as
increase soil moisture for the coming summer crop planting season.
o A temporary increase in rain will occur in northern Corrientes Tuesday into Wednesday where
most areas will see 0.30-1.0” of rain and locally more.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Rain will return to northern Spain, France, the U.K. into Germany this week helping relieve recent hot and dry conditions. Although “significant” improvements will not occur early this week and will be
confined to northwestern portions of the continent later this week. Rain will be light and scattered today through Wednesday in northern Spain, western France and into western and central portions of the U.K. Daily
moisture totals will vary from a trace up to 0.65 inch and locally greater amounts.
AUSTRALIA: Additional beneficial rain will occur over eastern winter crop production areas during the coming week to ten days. The moisture will supply beneficial moisture for winter wheat, barley and canola as
greater crop growth returns later this month into September. Rain this week will be light and erratic over South Australia into Victoria and surrounding areas of New South Wales through Wednesday. An increase in
rain will return to southeastern into east-central Australia Thursday into Friday. Nearly widespread moisture will occur over New South Wales into southern Queensland. Light rain showers and thunderstorms will
linger into the weekend, especially near the southern and eastern coast into the weekend.
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